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UCT’s recycling system has broken down on all the campuses. Food waste contaminates bins and bags meant
for recycling, spills out of over-fill bins and encourages rat and cockroach infestations. Pesticide companies
are then responsible for poisoning rats and mice, spraying inside and outside of buildings, including,
remarkably, the storm-water drains. It is now well known that pesticides are contributing to the catastrophic
global collapse in insects and animals, especially birds (IPBES, 2019; Sánchez-Bayo, F. and Wyckhuys, 2019).
Animals die directly from poisoning or indirectly by consuming poisoned prey. Pesticides also contaminate the
ground water, and in the case of UCT, when sprayed and powdered into storm-water drains, get washed
straight down the mountain and into the ocean after every storm. They are accompanied by the many
cigarette butts and other small refuse containing plastic and chemicals that litter UCT and find their way into
the storm-water system.
Researchers from the Institute of Communities and Wildlife (iCWild) at UCT have been drawing attention to
the ecologically destructive use of toxic pesticides in the Western Cape all the way from the Karoo (Nattrass
and Conradie, 2018) to Khayelitsha (Nattrass et al., 2018, Lephaila, 2019). Recently Serieys and others showed
that rat poison in Cape Town finds its way into otters, genets and owls (Serieys et al, 2019 – see Figure 1). UCT
contributes to this problem too. This is unacceptable not only because it violates our commitment to a green
campus, but because UCT has a duty given its location on the edge of a national park, to protect wildlife.

Figure 1: Modified graphical abstract (Serieys et al, 2019) showing rat poison affecting predators and
scavengers in Cape Town.
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Literally hundreds of rodent bait stations can be found outside UCT buildings some close UCT’s boundaries
with Table National Park, thereby potentially posing dangers to snakes, caracals owls and other wildlife that
frequent the urban fringe. There has yet to be a proper census of wildlife in and around UCT, but it is clear
that many animals live near where we work. A pair of Eagle owls nest in the big fig tree next to the Educare
centre, puff adders are known to frequent the tennis court and cricket grounds, and brief student-run camera
trap surveys behind UCT captured images of porcupine and other animals that could be harmed by poison
bait, namely small spotted genets, four-strip field mice, caracals and Cape grey mongooses (Figure 2). The
Urban Caracal Project (part of iCWild) has radio-collared several of Cape Town’s caracals. Figure 3 shows that
many of them (most of which are now unfortunately dead) visited UCT. Jasper and Laduma came very close
to the rodent bait stations depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 2: Four-strip field mouse, small spotted genet, Cape grey mongoose

Figure 3 shows how caracals come close to UCT and thus would be exposed to rats and mice poisoned by
rodenticides on our campus. Both Jasper and Laduma explored the ring road, and the natural areas all around
upper campus.

Figure 3: Cats tracked by the Urban Caracal Project visiting UCT (Laduma, top right, Jesper, bottom)
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There are two pest control companies working at UCT. Coltech currently has the contract for middle and other
campuses. It uses types of bait to kill rodents, two of which are highly toxic second-generation anticoagulants
(Brodifacoum and Flocoumafen) which kill rodents after a single feed – and can kill predators and scavengers
that feed on the poisoned rodents (Rattner and Mastrota, 2018). They have, more recently, been using a new
rodenticide (Solentra) that kills rodents by blocking their gut with calcium and apparently poses no risks in
terms of secondary poisoning of wildlife. It is unclear how many of the bait stations are baited with which
poison, and in any event, even the most ecologically friendly of them will kill indigenous four-striped field
mice. According to UCT’s current contract with Coltech, the company is expected to refill the bait stations on
a quarterly basis. This means that poisoning is routine and prophylactic, rather than in response to particular
infestations. Although Coltech no longer works on upper campus, its bait stations could still be found there
filled with ‘Rodenthor’ bait (comprising mainly the highly toxic, second generation anti-coagulant,
Brodifacoum) – see Figure 6.
The contract for pest control on upper campus currently resides with Rentokil which uses its bait stations to
monitor rodent infestation (seeing how fast non-toxic bait is consumed) and then only poisons where there is
a problem. The contract does not specify which poisons to use but the company reports that it now only uses
only a first-generation anti-coagulant (Coumatretralyl) which means that rats need to feed several times on
the poisoned bait before dying, rendering them less toxic to raptors and predators than second-generation
rodenticides like Brodifacoum.
Coumatretralyl (known in South Africa as Racumin) is generally regarded to be ‘safe’ for owls in the limited
sense of not being known to kill owls that have been fed poisoned rodents over several days (Fisher et al.,
2003). This suggests that the Eagle owls on upper campus are not in any immediate danger, though long-term
effects of exposure to Racumin is not known. Racumin has been known to kill other wildlife when exposed to
Coumatretralyl poisoned prey over several days. A trial in which rats poisoned by Coumatretralyl were fed to
nine captive ferrets resulted in the deaths of two of the ferrets (O’Connor et al, 2003). Cape sparrows have
been known to die from exposure to Coumatretralyl, and mongooses, cats and dogs have died after eating
Coumatretralyl poisoned rodents (Rattner and Mastrota, 2018: 60). The so-called relatively safe first
generation anti-coagulants have been found to undermine the immune systems of bobcats in the United
States (Serieys et al, 2015; Serieys et al., 2018) and the Urban Caracal Project has found caracals in Cape Town
weakened and killed by rodenticides (www.urbancaracal.org/).
Figure 4 shows a black bag of rubbish lying on the ground (no bin), with the remains of a loaf of bread. Note
the ubiquitous green rodent bait station behind it – all within a few meters of the natural area behind the
fence. Note also that the black bag contains recyclable plastic, yet it is in a black bag destined for the land fill.
UCT’s bad management of waste, and consequent reliance on poison poses unnecessary dangers to these and
other animals. It is unacceptable that a university with a strong track-record in conservation biology and
environmental research – and which sets in a national park – should be using poison to address rodent
infestation rather than to address the root cause, that is to fix the broken refuse system.
UCT’s current rubbish woes appear to be the result of recent damage to our infrastructure, changes in labourrelations and lack of co-ordination between departments in Properties and Services. The student protests of
2015/16 prompted UCT to ‘in-source’ workers previously hired by outside service providers, mostly with
regard to cleaning. During the protests, students damaged or destroyed many rubbish bins so when the newly
insourced workers went onto UCT’s books in July 2016, the infrastructure for sorting waste into recyclables
and land-fill waste had been seriously degraded. UCT’s devolved management structures has made this
problem difficult to fix. Sanitation infrastructure falls under one bureaucratic arm of Properties and Services –
the Maintenance and Operations department (Director: Christo Odendaal) yet purchasing new bins and
related infrastructure falls under a different arm – Capital Works and Projects (Director: Nigel Haupt) – and
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management of the workers falls under yet another: Estates and Custodial Services (Director: Desleen Saffier).
Prime responsibility for managing cleaning and refuse lies with Estates and Custodial Services, which in the
few years prior to the appointment of Desleen Saffire in August 2018, floundered under mismanagement.
Rubbish bins were not fixed or replaced, workers were not trained or provided the necessary equipment – all
of which appears to have contributed to an atmosphere of suspicion and apathy on the part of cleaners and
their supervisors.

Figure 4: Rodent bait stations at the Geographical Sciences/ Traffic Office and over the road. Beyond the
fence is the natural area frequented by visiting radio-collared caracals (see Figure 3)
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Noelene le Cordier, UCT’s senior horticulturalist (in Grounds and Gardens which falls under Estates and
Custodial Services) has made various submissions and representations to university committees, working
groups and her line managers and has written a comprehensive report on the failures of the refuse system (le
Cordier, 2018). These appear to have been sympathetically received, but UCT management was largely
distracted by the protests and their aftermath, and then by the long-running challenges of integrating the
insourced workers into UCT’s administration. It is unclear how many workers have actually been trained in
recycling. Smart Waste trains staff each year, but there appears to be no record of who has been trained and
it is likely, given turnover, that there will be some untrained cleaners (information provided by Reg Baricheivy).
UCT’s management of cleaners has largely been distracted by sorting out grading issues, providing the
necessary clothing and equipment (all so-called ‘legacy insourcing’ problems) and preventing strikes. Some
cleaning staff are relatively elderly and/or suffer from health problems. Relatively high rates of absenteeism
and problems with back and joint pain can also undermine sustained and effective rubbish collection and
recycling.
The recycling system in operation prior to the protests of 2015/16 was relatively simple, but the incentives to
make it work are weak. Clear plastic bags are supposed to go into rubbish bins with green lids, clearly marked
as ‘recycling’. Black plastic bags are supposed to go into UCT’s pebble dash rubbish bins with yellow lids clearly
marked as non-recycling. Pebble dash bins with green lids are supposed to indicate clearly that these are for
‘recycling’. These bins are supposed to appear across the campus in pairs, making it easy for people to dispose
of their waste either into bins destined for recycling, or to bins destined for the land fill. However, many of
these bins do not appear in pairs and the common practice on campus seems to be to put all rubbish into the
closest bins. Many lack lids, or the lids are so chipped and damaged that it is unclear whether they are for
recycling or not. There are also very few information signs explaining to people about what can and cannot be
recycled. In some places on campus, bins are placed in wooden containers, supposedly to assist with recycling,
but this is ad hoc.
The hard, black plastic wheelie bins that cleaners are supposed to empty full bags into are supposed to be
located in specific collection points, but many find their way elsewhere, presumably moved by UCT cleaners.
Damaged black wheelie bins are repaired on an ongoing basis by Waste Control (who lease the bins to UCT),
but it is possible on any given day to see black bins without lids, making it difficult for cleaners to know whether
the bin is for recycling (green lid) or general waste (yellow lid).

Figure 5: The rubbish bin (overflowing, no recycling) outside New Lecture Theatre, the ubiquitous rodent bait
station at the foot of the stairs, black bin, no recycling, School of Economics building.
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New buildings, including the School of Economics building (on middle campus) and the New Lecture Theatre
(on University Avenue) were opened without any recycling infrastructure. In the School of Economics building
cafeteria, there are only black bins, with black bags, meaning that all of the waste ends in the landfill. See
Figure 5.
Perhaps because people are not sorting rubbish into the correct bins, cleaners appear to have little incentive
to bother about which bin liner should go into which bin, or to pay any attention to what kind of rubbish is in
what bag. They simply treat all garbage as equivalent – and tip the collected bags into the nearest wheelie bin
at collection points, seemingly paying little if any attention to whether the wheelie bin has a green lid (for
recycling) or a yellow lid (for non-recycling), or a white lid (for office paper). When asked about the recycling
system, workers complain that they often are given only one type of bag, which they then put in any type of
bin, and that they object to even trying to sort recyclables from general rubbish because all bags end up as a
stinking mess. As a result, by early 2018, UCT’s rate of recycling is an estimated low of 6.5% (le Cordier, 2018).
It may also be the case that informal recycling operators come onto campus to steal recycling from bins,
though this has not been confirmed.

Figure 6: Waste removal truck with yellow sign on the door (photo supplied by Reg Barichievy from Smart
Waste)
UCT contracts a waste removal company to collect general waste on Tuesday and Thursday, and then Recycling
Waste on Monday, Wednesday and Friday (correspondence with Reg Barichievy from ‘Smart Waste’).
Cleaners say that the same truck comes every day and therefore there is no point trying to recycle anyway.
The same type of truck is used for waste and recycling collection, although they have different signs on the
doors depending on whether waste is being collected or recycling. Figure 6 shows a yellow sign with the words
‘UCT general waste’. A green sign, indicating ‘Recycling’ is on the doors for Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Perhaps signage should also be placed on the front of the vehicle, but in any event, workers need to be trained
to understand the signage.
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Figure 7: Rubbish bins and dirt in the Leslie Commerce collection area – note the old Coltech rodent bait
station filled with highly toxic second-generation rodenticide (opened to show the wax bait)
Whether the cleaners think there is no point in sorting rubbish because the same kind of truck comes each
day, or whether the system has broken down at so many points that the rubbish comes to them already badly
mixed up, the net result is that waste collection points are typically full of clear bags containing obvious food
waste (and hence too contaminated for recycling) and black and clear bags being placed randomly in bins
without any attention being paid to colour coding Figure 7 shows images from the collection point in the Leslie
Commerce building. Such images are replicated in collection points throughout the university, as painstakingly
documented by Le Cordier in May 2018 (le Cordier, 2018).
Le Cordier pointed out over a year ago that this is not only environmentally disastrous, but economically
unsound. Since March 2015, UCT’s contract with Smart Waste allows for UCT to gain a two-thirds share of the
revenues from recycling. Instead, UCT is losing money and essentially paying a recycling company to send
recyclable material to the landfill because the bags are so contaminated they cannot be recycled. When
recycling started, UCT was earning approximately R40,000 a month – and it is now down to about R10,000 a
month (though this is also in part due to a decline in recycling prices since China stopped importing waste in
January 2019).
The most valuable form of recycling is white paper with black ink (coloured ink requires a more expensive
recycling process). Some departments have responded to UCT’s failed recycling system – and to help recover
the cost of printing – by recycling paper, often in collaboration with workers. Give that department purchase
the paper they use, they are entitled to attempt to recover some of these costs in this way, and by forming
partnerships with workers, have contributed in this ad hoc and informal way to better recycling. Paper is the
most valuable of recyclable materials. Although departmental-level recycling reduces the potential revenues
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UCT might get from Smart Waste, in the absence of a sustainable and efficient recycling system at campus
level, such departmental initiatives are important and to be encouraged.

How can the poison cycle be broken at UCT?
Ideally, UCT should adopt integrated pest management (IPM) practice to limit the use of poison, and in
particular reduce the waste that provides food for rats. IPM is international best practice and seeks to avoid
the use of pesticides and prophylactic spraying. The focus of IPM is on prevention (hygiene, exclusion),
monitoring and the use of poison baits and chemical spray only when absolutely necessary and when there is
clear evidence (from monitoring) that this is required (Greene and Breisch, 2002). IPM is more intensive of
time (because of the monitoring and actions to ensure hygiene and exclusion) but has been proven to be more
effective and cost effective (see e.g. Miller and Meek, 2004; Williams et al., 2005). It is also far greener and
healthier as spraying and dusting insecticides pose threats to the ecosystem and human health. Rentokil
appears to be using an IPM approach in that it monitors and only when there is an infestation, resorts to
poison. It is unclear whether Coltech does this – and judging from the contract that requires quarterly refilling
of bait stations, the assumption has to be that it does not do any monitoring or related IPM practices.
The UCT community of staff and students should be pushing our administration to insist that all pest control
companies adopt monitoring and desist from prophylactic spraining and poisoning unless absolutely
necessary, and then only with the most wild-life friendly products.
Equally important, we need to change our behaviour – most obviously to fix the rubbish system and improve
recycling. If we can cut access to food for pests, there is absolutely no need to use poisons against insects and
rats. Training workers and giving them the right tools (the correct type of bag etc) will certainly help, but this
will not work without better supervision and monitoring – and without the assistance and co-operation of the
wider UCT community.
One of the problems is that workers find it irritating/difficult having to use two bags (it is easier to empty
rubbish from offices into a single bag) and struggle to find the correct wheelie bin, especially if there are not
enough of them and they are full. They also have no incentive to sort through contaminated refuse from
outside bins – and it is unreasonable of use to expect them to. Rather, we need to change, and to assist UCT
cleaners and the whole community to recycle and manage waste better. We need to understand if the
problems have more to do with lack of training, or more to do with an unwillingness to recycle and an absence
of adequate management of workers in this regard.
UCT has various committees and working groups to support green initiatives, but these appear not to have
had any real impact. Recently, in April 2019, a new Director of Environmental Sustainability (Manfred Braune)
was appointed and one of the many challenges that has landed on his plate is to sort out the refuse crisis. He
has injected new energy into environmental initiatives and there is hope that he will be able to cut through
the co-ordination problems that plague UCT’s rubbish system. Yet he is new to the job, lacks an adequate
budget, and cannot succeed without broad-based support – and it will take time for him or organize the
necessary resources.
So, what can we do to help him and the other people in UCT’s administration that would like to see the rubbish
system fixed and poison removed from UCT? We start fixing the system where we can, one building at a time.
Here is a list of ideas – it is an evolving document – born out of discussions with staff and students at UCT.
Ideally, some or all should be implemented as part of a coherent, properly funded, strategy. Failing that, and
given UCT’s failure over the last few years to fix recycling, initiatives could happen on a building by building
basis:
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Promote awareness of recycling on campus
•
•
•
•

UCT does not have a recycling culture. We need to do more to energise and inform staff and students
about the need for recycling, both at work and at home. We need to find innovative interventions and
to involve students.
UCT’s signage concerning recycling is inadequate. Bins for recycling must be clearly marked, and signs
must clarify that food waste must not go in the recycling bins.
Sorting through recycling should happen on campus to reduce transport costs. At present, Smart
Waste picks up the recycling, sorts it at a facility in Epping and then transports the sorted recycling
and the waste to landfill.
UCT used to have a depot on campus for recycling glass. Perhaps this should be re-introduced to
encourage awareness and provide a place for recycling glass?

For improved waste management and recycling
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Form building committees that include our cleaners. If they are not being provided with the correct
bags, we inform Paulina Johnson (assistant operations manager campus cleaning services extension
2460) and if necessary purchase bags ourselves. The in-sourced workers are still struggling to
understand their role at UCT, and it would improve labour-relations and recycling if we treat them as
partners rather than as failed service providers. Involving cleaners in the recycling of paper, giving
them a share of the income, perhaps as a pay-out in December, could help incentivise cleaners to take
recycling more seriously.
We help take the burden off workers by improving our workplace practices with regard to recycling
and waste management. For example, all offices could use the cardboard boxes that paper is delivered
in to collect used paper for recycling. When the box is full, take the box to the wheelie bin with the
white lid. If there is no such wheelie bin, find out where the nearest one is and use that bin.
If someone in the department is a gardener and has a compost heap, then departments could
introduce a bucket for organic waste that gets taken home by the gardener when necessary. Worm
farms are an option too, although those are difficult to keep going during vacation times.
We get rid of single rubbish bins in offices. We should either have no bins (and take our waste
ourselves to a common area where there are bins for recycling and non-recycling) or we all have two
bins, one for recycling and one for non-recycling. If the latter, then we should also ensure that cleaners
do not simply put all the waste into one bag. During this transitional time, as UCT begins to sort out
its rubbish, it makes more sense simply to remove rubbish bins from offices as this will help the
cleaners and ensure that we take more responsibility for recycling our own rubbish.
We could also start Ecobricks in our offices or in common spaces for sweet wrappers and other mixed
layer products (https://waste-ed.co.za/the-ecobrick/)
Each building should monitor the collection sites to make sure that recyclable material is in the correct
place and available for pick up by Smart Waste on Mondays, Wednesdays or Fridays.
If there is a food vendor inside a building, as is the case with the UCT School of Economics, then the
vendor must be encouraged and then forced when the contract comes up for renewal not to provide
or sell any packaging or products that cannot be recycled.

To reduce the amount of waste and non-recyclable material at UCT
•

Lobby UCT management to impose penalties/taxes on food vendors on campus who provide food or
drink using single-use plastics or non-recyclable products. There is a global push for so-called
‘extended producer responsibility’ when it comes to recycling and pollution, and governments include
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•
•
•
•

taxes, fines and regulations as part of their tool kit to promote it (Godfrey and Oelofse, 2017: 7). UCT,
as a major market and in its role in allocating leases etc to vendors, needs to leverage its institutional
power in the same way.
No plastic forks or knives should be offered free – they should be charged for (to incentivise people to
bring their own cutlery – and re-usable metal cutlery should also be on sale.
All vendors of hot drinks should sell re-usable mugs and should allow customers to bring their own
mugs
All single-use food containers (plates, bowls, mugs) should be recyclable or compostable (see for
example https://ecopack.co.za/)
The sale of bottle water should be banned on campus. UCT’s water is perfectly drinkable and students
and staff should be educated against supporting the environmentally unsound bottled water industry.

To rid UCT of poison bait
•
•

•

Find out what is in the external rodent bait stations. Insist they are used primarily for monitoring.
UCT researchers should work with the pest control companies to analyse which bait stations show
signs of rodent activity, and then to see what sort of food and rodent harbourage is in the area.
Researchers should also ascertain, perhaps with Sherman traps and/or camera-traps what kind of
rodents are involved. Action should not be taken against four-striped mice – only Mus musculus (house
mouse) or Rattus norvegicus (Norwegian or brown rat) or Rattus rattus (black rat or roof rat) should
be regarded as potential pests. Only where IMP strategies of reducing food and harbourage fail should
lethal control be taken, and preferably without the use of poison. Where poison is necessary this must
be as ecologically-friendly as possible.
Monitor wildlife and feral cat populations within UCT and its surrounding areas to get base-line
information about the animals we support and threaten with our poisoning practices.

We could also think of creative ways to improve the external rubbish situation, but weather-proof bins and
noticeboards are probably outside our immediate control. But if we fix the system in our buildings, now, and
educate people about recycling and ensure that there are appropriate bins, that would be an excellent start.
For example, in the School of Economics, the black bins could be divided into those with clear liners and those
with black liners – and we place notices that clearly guide people as to what items should be placed in what
bin. This should be monitored by volunteer. Ideally such ideas need to be discussed and owned by building
committees.
We could, and should, also engage more with pest companies about the kinds of bait they use. There seems
to be a general shift away from products that are highly toxic to wildlife, to those that have limited or no effect,
but still cause distress and an extended painful death for rats. There is a growing international movement to
take the welfare concerns of pest species also into account and to shift away from rodenticides that cause
painful and often protracted, death (e.g. Hadidian 2015, Mason and Littin 2003, Littin et al. 2004, Littin et al.
2014, Meerburg, Brom and Kijlstra 2008, Yeates 2010). We need more information about the welfare
impactations of Racumin and Solentra (the two relatively wildlife friendly baits used by pesticide companies
at UCT. Solentra, which causes hyper-calification of the gut, not doubt causes pain and distress. Where there
is a proven rat infestation, that appears intractable (cannot be fixed through waste management) then we
should move towards insisting that pest control companies find new products, such as ContraPest, a fertilityreducing bait made by Senstech in the US (https://senestech.com/), that are safe for wildlife and humane for
rats – and if necessary we should assist them to do this.
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Appendix: People and Companies involved in aspects of the Waste Management and pesticide use at UCT

Overall responsibility
for Cleaning staff
Overall responsibility
for pest control
companies on campus
Pest management
company
Rodenticide.
Pest control
companies provide
UCT with a list of
poisons they use. The
choice of pesticide
appears to be left to
the discretion of the
company.

Upper campus
Paulina Johnson
(reporting to
Desleen Saffier)
Peter Byne

Middle and other campuses
Paulina Johnson (reporting
to Desleen Saffier)

Residences
Grant Willis (Department of
Student Affairs)

James Bugan, Matholi
Hlope

Christo Odendaal, John
Peters

Rentokil

Coltech Environmental
Services.

Rentokil
apparently now
only uses
Racumin in
rodent bait
stations on upper
campus – and
only after
monitoring with
non-toxic bait
indicates it is
necessary.

Coltech Environmental
Services and Servest Pest
Control (for kitchens)
Two highly toxic second-generation anticoagulants:
RODENTHOR PASTE / BLOCKS (Brodifacoum); COOPERS
ULTRAKILL WAX BLOCKS (Flocoumafen) and SELONTRA
(causes hyper calcification of the gut and is not dangerous
for secondary poisoning).
The contract appears to require Coltech to fill bait stations
regularly. There is no indication if monitoring is part of the
agreement. According to John Peters (Residence
Maintenance), the bait boxes at residences get ‘filled every
3 months or on request from the supervisors’
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